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Welcome to the 2019 Extraordinary Capped Bust Half Dime Sealed Bid Auction! We hope you 
enjoy reading and studying this catalog as much as we enjoyed crafting it.  
 
Nearly all of these half dimes are from the Stephen A. Crain collection.  The Crain Collection 
contained all 92 die marriages and nearly every known die remarriage (lacking just three strong R-7 
remarriages).  Steve assembled his collection over the course of three-plus decades.  His preferred 
grade and “look” was a lustrous and toned AU58.  Steve would bypass mint state coins in order to 
achieve his AU58 goal.  As much as Steve enjoyed the coins themselves, nobody who ever met him 
would believe for one second that he didn’t enjoy the history of the US Mint, studying the 
processes used in making coins, and camaraderie with fellow collectors even more.  How many of 
us would seek the opinion of Mr. Half Dime when we thought we found something unique, or at 
least interesting, just to get his input?  In almost 40 contributions to the John Reich Journal and 
untold numbers of contributions in other formats (such as the Collectors Universe and other online 
forums), the world got to know and recognize Steve as The Expert on nearly All Things Half 
Dime!   
 
We wish we didn’t have to write this catalog for another quarter century.  Steve passed away on 
Father’s Day 2019 at the age of 70.  His family approached us to ask for assistance in dispersing 
Steve’s treasured collection with each of you – people who love the coins, the history, and the 
hobby like Steve did.  Proceeds from the sale will help the family pay for medical and assisted 
living facility charges incurred during the last years of Steve’s life.  We anticipate that completing 
the sale of the Crain Collection will take about two years, with the first part presented at the 2019 
Summer ANA Show and the second part at the 2020 Summer ANA Show. 
 
The next page of this catalog contains a list of the coins available with lot numbers, attribution, 
rarity rating, grade, certification number, and special details, such as die stage or provenance. The 
number in parenthesis is the certification number on the label.  The source of most Capped Bust 
Half Dime rarity ratings is the most recent JRCS census, published in the John Reich Journal in 
2019.  Ensuing pages contain color images and detailed descriptions of each coin.   
 

 
Proud Dad and His Children:  Steve, Geoff, Ethan, Brad, Michelle (Bouley), and Justin 
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Lot C-01:  1829 LM-3, R-7.  PCGS XF45 VLDS Full Cud, ex-Reiver (37491692)   
 
Lot C-02:  1829 LM-6.2, R-5.  PCGS AU Details.  LM PLATE COIN (37061014) 
 
Lot C-03:  1829 LM-8, R-6.  PCGS XF45 (37054769) 
 
Lot C-04:  1829 LM-12, R-6.  PCGS AU58, ex-Sayre (07179889) 
 
Lot C-05:  1830 LM-1.1, R-7.  NGC MS65PL CAC (3063849-001) 
 
Lot C-06:  1830 LM-1.2, R-5.  PCGS XF45 LDS Cud, ex-Wm Harmon (37491707) 
 
Lot C-07:  1830 LM-6, R-4.  PCGS AU55 OGH (9759030) 
 
Lot C-08:  1831 LM-2, R-3.  PCGS MS60 OGH LDS Retained Cud (4297566) 
 
Lot C-09:  1831 LM-6, R-1.  ANACS XF45 Reverse Lamination (2617932) 
 
Lot C-10:  1832 LM-4, R-5.  PCGS XF45 Obverse Cud (37054775) 
 
Lot C-11:  1832 LM-11.1, R-5.  PCGS XF45 CAC (13573459) 
 
Lot C-12:  1833 LM-2, R-6.  PCGS AU55 ex-Peterson (37491689) 
 
Lot C-13:  1833 LM-5, R-7.  PCGS VG08 (31776764) 
 
Lot C-14:  1833 LM-7, R-2.  PCGS AU53 ex-Logan.  LM PLATE COIN (37055002)   
 
Lot C-15:  1835 LM-12, R-7.  PCGS XF Details (Genuine) (37626769) 
 
Lot C-16:  1836 LM-1.2, R-4.  PCGS MS63 VLDS Cud (37061019) 
 
Lot C-17:  1836 LM-1.2, R-8?  Raw, DR. G.G. WILKINS Counterstamp 
 
Lot C-18:  1837 LM-1, R-7.  PCGS AU55 with clashed date on reverse (37054807) 
 
Lot C-19:  1837 LM-2, R-4.  PCGS AU53 (37264659) 
 
Lot C-20:  1837 LM-4, R-3.  Small 5C.  PCGS AU55 (37491694)  
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1829 LM-3, PCGS XF45 

 
Lot C-01:  1829 LM-3, R-7.  PCGS XF45 VLDS Full Cud, ex-Reiver (37491692).  The last time an 
1829 LM-3 with reverse cud sold publicly, it was in our 2015 auction at the ANA show.  That PCGS 
XF45 piece brought $7,906.25!  When Steve Crain bought this coin from the Jules Reiver auction as 
NGC AU53 at Heritage in 2006, it brought $2,185.  Since that time, other collectors have used the 
Heritage “Make an Offer to Owner” for $2,622, $2,800, $3,350, and finally for $4,600 in June of 2015.  
Steve declined each and every offer.  The price realized in our 2105 auction tells us he made a wise 
choice.  In hand, one will appreciate the fullness of the cud, indicating a piece of the reverse die had 
broken completely away.  The surfaces are steel grey with some darker patches of toning.  The NGC tag 
from the Jules Reiver sale is included with this lot. 
 
 

 
1829 LM-6.2 PCGS Genuine, AU Details.  The Logan – McCloskey Plate Coin 

 
Lot C-02:  1829 LM-6.2, R-5.  PCGS AU Details, Damage.  LM PLATE COIN (37061014).  One of 
the more easily-recognized plate coins from “Federal Half Dimes 1792-1837” is this one.  The graffiti 
(scratches) above the cap make it easy to match this coin with the plate coin seen on page 148 of the 
Logan-McCloskey text.  In hand, this lustrous, coin-grey half dime is pleasing.  The lack of complete 
berry stems and the tiny “cud in the dentils” above the M in AMERICA tell us this is the LM-6.2 
remarriage.  The later remarriage, the LM-6.3, is notable for a filled upper loop of S2.  Steve purchased 
this ex-Logan coin on New Year’s Eve in 2005.  The Logan insert, with Steve’s inventory number 1744, 
is included with this lot. 
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1829 LM-8, PCGS XF45 

 
Lot C-03:  1829 LM-8, R6.  PCGS XF45 (37054769).  Discovered by J. Alan Bricker in 1988, 
this former R-7 die marriage is absent in many sets.  Just nine examples were reported in the 
2019 census, including this one.  Only three coins were graded higher.  The PCGS XF45 is a 
sought-after collector grade.  We recommend considering this coin to fill a tough hole in a die 
marriage set or as an upgrade.  The original surfaces exhibit an appealing crusty patina.  Steve’s 
notes indicate he paid a pretty hefty price for this coin in 2003 against stiff competition, 
including a recognizable name or two in the half dime community.  He also wrote that the price 
paid was well worth it. Like all of the Crain coins in this sale, Steve’s 2 x 2 holder will be 
provided to the winning bidder (he kept nearly all of his coins raw). 
 

 
 
Lot C-04:  1829 LM-12, R-6.  PCGS AU58, ex-Sayre (07179889).  The 1829 LM-11 and 
LM-12 die marriages have withstood the test of time and remained R-6 die marriages ever 
since publication of “Federal Half Dimes 1792-1837.”  Steve purchased this coin from fellow 
half dime collector Rich Sayre in 2006.  This coin placed second to a single MS62 reported in 
the 2019 JRCS census.  Lustrous copper surfaces are evident when the coin is tilted in the light. 
One can also detect gold and green toning upon closer examination.  Housed in a “blue label” 
PCGS holder with a ring insert (no prongs) …one of the few coins that Steve never liberated 
from the holder. 
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Lot C-05:  1830 LM-1.1, R-7.  NGC MS65PL CAC (3063849-001). To properly attribute the early 
remarriage of the 1830 LM-1 die marriage, one must ensure there are no clash marks or die cracks on 
the reverse.  In order to confidently make that assessment, a grade of at least XF40 is probably the 
lowest grade showing sufficient detail to make that decision.  There is no dilemma here.  This is the 
finest 1830 LM-1.1 known.  Proof-like surfaces are graced with a gentle copper and foamy green patina.  
When we last offered an 1830 LM-1.1 via sealed bid auction, we saw a price realized in excess of 
$5,880…for a PCGS XF40.  Note that this is not a coin from the Steve Crain collection.  Steve lacked 
an example of the 1830 LM-1.1 remarriage, though it was certainly not from a lack of trying, as Steve 
searched fervently for one and came up empty. 
 
 

 
1830 LM-1.2, PCGS XF45 

 
Lot C-06:  1830 LM-1.2, R-5.  PCGS XF45 LDS Retained Cud, ex-William Harmon (37491707).  
We remember that Steve talked fondly of William Harmon and their relationship.  Steve considered Mr. 
Harmon a mentor, so when Steve was offered the opportunity to study the Harmon half dimes at 
Heritage in Dallas, he didn’t hesitate to book a flight and schedule a couple of days of half dime bliss.  
Among his purchases from the Harmon collection in 2005 is this late die stage example of the 1830 LM-
1.2 remarriage.  This lustrous, copper-gold toned half dime features a retained cud over MER and thick 
die cracks over A and over IC of AMERICA.  Later stages of die deterioration are known for this 
remarriage.  With a cud, the rarity rating for this remarriage is estimated at R-5.  Steve purchased this 
coin in an older ANACS white holder with an XF45 grade.  The insert from the original ANACS holder 
is included with this lot. 
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Lot C-07:  1830 LM-6, R-4.  PCGS AU55 OGH (9759030).  Many fellow numismatists who 
discussed Steve’s collection methodology with him came to learn about his inventory system.  Every 
coin in his collection would receive an inventory number once the coins were brought back from the 
coin shop, show, club meeting, or that day’s mail opened.  The first coin Steve logged in to his database 
(a purchase in 1986 or earlier, exact date was uncertain) was an 1853 V-12 half dime that Steve graded 
VF30.  The present lot was coin number 1733 in his collection, purchased in 2005 for more than $500.  
At that time, the 1830 LM-6 die marriage was considered an R-5.  It is now described in the JRCS 
census as an R-4.  In his notes, Steve wrote that the coin was graded PCGS AU55, “but better,” thus his 
assigned grade of AU58.  Certainly, we can be sure that Steve was not falling for the “all OGH are 
undergraded” mystique, for he cracked out most of his slabbed coins and enjoyed them raw.  This bright 
silver coin is highly lustrous and features a touch of gold toning toward the periphery. 
 

 
 
Lot C-08:  1831 LM-2, R-3.  PCGS MS60 OGH LDS Retained Cud (4297566).  Here is yet another 
Old Green Holder in the Crain collection.  Steve must have come across this coin along with the 1830 
LM-6 in PCGS OGH AU55 at the same time, for this coin and the 1830 were both purchased on 
November 2, 2005 and received consecutive inventory numbers.  The 1830 was #1733 and this coin is 
#1734.  Seems Steve had a good day on November 2, 2005!  You will want to examine this one in hand 
to appreciate the many fine die cracks evident on the obverse.  On the reverse, the retained cud over R in 
AMERICA looks quite similar in die state to the plate coin in the Logan-McCloskey book, “Federal 
Half Dimes 1792-1837.”  Later stages of die deterioration saw the development of a full cud.  While not 
a particularly rare cud, we believe collectors will clamor for this coin because of its luster, soft golden 
patina, the late die state, the older PCGS holder, and the Crain provenance. 
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Lot C-09:  1831 LM-6, R-1.  ANACS XF45 Reverse Lamination (2617932).  Normally, one would 
not expect an 1831 LM-6 in any grade to be in one of our sealed bid sales.  However, we believe the 
massive lamination on the reverse, along with the Crain provenance, will attract some bidders.  
Speaking of provenance, here’s a little tidbit from the Steve Crain mindset:  Steve did not typically use 
the oft-heard term “pedigree” when describing the history of ownership of a particular coin.  Steve was 
fond of pointing out that pedigree was used to describe the lineage of dogs!  Provenance was much more 
suited to describing the succession of people who had owned a particular object (art and coins were his 
most frequent examples).  The reverse lamination, as stated on the old, white, small ANACS holder, or 
lamination peel as it is often called, reveals that a piece of the planchet was missing when the coin was 
struck.  The dentils, arrowheads, and letters CA of AMERICA were struck quite poorly, as one might 
imagine, due to the lack of planchet present during the strike.  Attractive harvest brown and sea green 
cover the surfaces of this original half dime.  Steve purchased this coin in March of 2005. 
 

 
1832 LM-4, PCGS XF45 

 
Lot C-10:  1832 LM-4, R-5.  PCGS XF45 Obverse Cud (37054775).  What an appealing, original 
grey coin!  The 1832 LM-4 is an R-4 as a die marriage when seen in the typical state of die 
deterioration.  When the obverse crack is late enough, a retained cud develops, as seen on this coin.  
Some collectors specialize in cuds and late die state coins.  If you are one of those collectors, we 
encourage you to compare your current coin to this one.  Chances are, this coin is of a later state of the 
obverse die.  Steve owned this coin since March of 2005 and kept it as the latest die state example 
among the five 1832 LM-4 half dimes he had inventoried. 
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1832 LM-11.1 PCGS XF45 CAC 

 
 
 

Lot C-11:  1832 LM-11.1, R-5.  PCGS XF45 CAC (13573459).  Fewer than ten pieces of 
this R-5 remarriage were reported in the most recent JRCS census of capped bust half 
dimes.  Surfaces show some luster through the moderate sienna patina.  For collectors 
assembling or considering a Registry Set of capped bust half dimes by Logan McCloskey 
numbers, the 1832 LM-11.1 attribution is already printed on the PCGS label.  The CAC 
sticker and our inspection tell us that this coin is choice for the grade.  Logan and 
McCloskey wrote, in “Federal Half Dimes 1792-1837,” that the 1832 LM-11.1 is the rarest 
of the 1832 LM-11 remarriages.  We think a number of collectors will have interest in 
adding this remarriage to their collections or perhaps upgrading from a VF or lower graded 
set piece to this attractive half dime.  The CAC sticker tells us that this coin is not from the 
collection of Steve Crain.  Not only did Steve not submit coins to CAC, but he also 
happened to never purchase a CAC-stickered half dime. 
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1833 LM-2, PCGS AU55 

 
 

Lot C-12:  1833 LM-2, R-6.  PCGS AU55 ex-Peterson (37491689).  When Steve 
purchased this coin in July of 2008, it signified the end to a ten-year long pursuit of this 
particular coin!  Steve must have told the story of this coin a hundred times.  The story goes 
something like this:  Steve purchased this coin from Dr. Glenn Peterson (who obtained it 
from Alan Bricker).  Dr. Peterson was in a position to sell this coin to Steve as a result of 
Dr. Peterson’s successful bid in the Jules Reiver auction two years previously.  Peterson 
obtained the Reiver NGC MS62 as his set piece (for $10,350).  After the MS62 1833 LM-2 
owned by Peterson, the Crain AU55 coin is tied for second place in the condition census.  
Examination of this coin in hand will help you to understand why Steve pursued it for a 
decade.  Heavier, colorful toning covers the entire surface of this lovely R-6 half dime.  
Although it wasn’t quite the AU58 that Steve preferred (to our knowledge, there are zero 
AU58 examples of this die marriage extant), it had the luster and color that Steve just 
adored when he sought to add coins to his collection.  In our inaugural Extraordinary Half 
Dime Sealed Bid Sale (January 2014 at the FUN Show), another PCGS AU55 1833 LM-2 
sold for $6,957.50.  The NGC label with the Peterson name, LM-2 attribution, and AU55 
grade is included with this lot.  We think this was certainly one of Steve’s “top ten” favorite 
coins.  He had no such list of favorites, but judging from the coins he like to talk about, this 
coin would have been on that list. 
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1833 LM-5 PCGS VG08 

 
 

Lot C-13:  1833 LM-5, R-7.  PCGS VG08 (31776764).  We believe there are fewer than 
ten known examples of this die marriage.  Most half dime collectors cherish the opportunity 
to just hold an 1833 LM-5 in hand.  After all, this die marriage was the only R-8 in “Federal 
Half Dimes 1792-1837” when the book was published.  It was, and still is, the “Holy Grail” 
die marriage for many collectors.  Just like with the 1835 LM-12 seen later in this catalog, a 
collector can decide to wait for a better example to come along… though that might be a 
very long wait!  The present example is a circulated, coin grey toned LM-5 with the marks 
and wear one would expect of a Very Good half dime.  The LM-5 attribution is printed on 
the PCGS label, which is great if you are working on a PCGS Registry Set by Logan-
McCloskey numbers.  Even if you don’t plan on bidding on this coin, we encourage you to 
visit our table and check it out.  How often will you get to examine an 1833 LM-5 in hand?  
This was not a Crain coin. 
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1833 LM-7 PCGS AU53 ex-Logan LM PLATE COIN 

 
 

Lot C-14:  1833 LM-7, R-2.  PCGS AU53 ex-Logan.  LM PLATE COIN (37055002).  
Interestingly, the notes on Steve’s 2x2 holder that housed this coin for nearly the past 17 
years were simply, “EX:  RUSS LOGAN LOT #1802.”  Nice, right?  That’s what we 
thought too.  We figured it would make it easier to sell in the fixed price sale, since it is 
“just an R-2 and only an AU53.”  Upon further review, we discovered that this coin is the 
plate coin from the Logan-McCloskey book, “Federal Half Dimes 1792-1837” (page 240).  
Checking the catalog of the Logan sale (Bowers and Merena, 2002), we learn that Russ 
Logan purchased this coin in 1994 from Jerry Farrington and that it was housed in an 
ANACS AU58 holder when Russ purchased it.  Steve bought this coin for the princely sum 
of $170 at the Logan auction.  We think the sale of this coin will show a healthy profit for 
the Crain estate. Darkly toned until held under a good light.  What better way is there to fill 
a die marriage set than with a plate coin?  
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1835 LM-12 PCGS XF Details 

 
 

Lot C-15:  1835 LM-12, R-7.  PCGS XF Details (Genuine) (37626769).  Remarkably, it 
has been more than a dozen years since Edgar Souders announced his discovery of the 92nd 
die marriage in the capped bust half dime series (JR Journal, April 2007).  Perhaps even 
more remarkably, very few examples of this die marriage have been found since then, thus 
the R-7 rating.  Only four examples were reported in the 2019 census, though we know 
there are just a few more in collectors’ hands. In fact, this coin was not in the census (not a 
Crain coin).  The highest graded coin in the census is carried with the grade of XF45.  That 
coin is also in a “details” type of holder, as it is cleaned.  Thus, this coin is competitive for 
highest level of details for the die marriage (if that’s even a competitive category!).  The 
image provides an accurate representation of the coin.  Corrosion over darker brown 
surfaces is what even a cursory glance will reveal.  If you take the time to study the coin, 
you will note that the rim is sparsely reeded.  That is a consistent characteristic of all known 
1835 LM-12 half dimes.  The LM-12 attribution is printed on the PCGS label, a bonus if 
you are attempting to complete a PCGS Registry Set by Logan-Mccloskey numbers.  If you 
are considering bidding for this coin, you should read the Souders article to learn even 
more.  Certainly, many collectors might think, “Hmm, I should wait for a nicer example.”  
If you decide to wait for a nicer example, you could be waiting a long, long, LONG time! 
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1836 LM-1.2, PCGS MS63 

 
 

Lot C-16:  1836 LM-1.2, R-4.  PCGS MS63 VLDS Cud (37061019).  When Steve 
purchased this coin at the 2006 World’s Fair of Money in Denver, he paid a hefty sum for 
what he would catalog in his collection as an AU58.  When we received this raw coin from 
the Crain family, we had a pretty good idea that PCGS might not agree with Steve’s 
favored grade, and that turned out to be the case.  Although just two coins reported in the 
2019 census were graded higher than MS63, we know there is a handful of mint state 64, 
65, and 66 examples of this die remarriage in various collections.  This coin is certainly a 
top ten coin for the remarriage, with outstanding eye appeal.  The lovely original copper, 
rose, gold, and sea green toning add to the appeal of this lustrous coin.  This is a fairly late 
state of Reverse DD, with two retained cuds evident.  On the obverse, star 3 is nearly 
invisible due to the reverse cud.  We know there are a few collectors who specialize in cuds 
and a couple who specialize in coins with Reverse DD, so specialist and die 
marriage/remarriage collectors will likely have multiple other bidders to consider when 
placing bids for this beauty. 
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Lot C-17:  1836 LM-1.2, R-8?  Raw, DR. G.G. WILKINS Counterstamp.  When Steve 
purchased this coin in May of 1996, he noted that this was the only known capped bust half 
dime that had the counterstamp of the prolific DR. G.G. WILKINS.  Collectors who 
specialize in counterstamped coins or at least “dabble in Brunk” (Gregory G. Brunk is the 
author of “Merchant and Privately Countermarked Coins,” which is the go-to reference on 
the subject) are well aware of the notoriety of the DR. G.G. WILKINS mark.  Typically, 
Liberty Seated coins are seen with this counterstamp.  Having heard Steve’s story of buying 
this coin, let’s just say he was THRILLED to have the opportunity to own it.  An added 
bonus is that the counterstamp is on what was then an R-5 die marriage (now considered R-4 
for the remarriage).  As a unique piece, this coin won’t be for the average collector.  We 
believe this item may also attract the attention of people who don’t usually bid in our sealed 
bid sales. 
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1837 LM-1 incuse date on reverse, PCGS AU55 

 
 
Lot C-18:  1837 LM-1, R-7.  PCGS AU55 with clashed/incuse date on reverse (37054807).  
When Steve bought this coin in January of 1996, he did not make any notes in his database 
about the strong clash marks that produced an incuse date on the reverse of the coin.  Perhaps 
he appreciated the luster and appealing hints of copper and gold more?  When we last sold a 
similar example (a colorful PCGS AU55) in 2017, we described the rare die state as follows: 
Specialists will recognize this post-clash die stage as quite rare (R-7, we believe fewer than ten 
exist). The clash was so strong that the date is evident on the reverse! Why do so few coins of 
this particular die stage exist? You would think that for a mere R-1 die marriage, there would 
be plenty out there. Logan and McCloskey, in "Federal Half Dimes 1792-1837," wrote: 
 

"Of all the clash marks documented in this series, there is none as 
spectacular as the 1837 LM-1 reverse. All four digits of the date are 
clashed between the letters TATE and the scroll. This die state lasted but a 
short time as the incuse date was immediately lapped away." 
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1837 LM-2 PCGS AU53 

 
Lot C-19:  1837 LM-2, R-4.  PCGS AU53 (37264659).  Formerly an R-5 die marriage, the 
1837 LM-2 is still fervently sought by specialists.  This is the second finest according to the 
most recent JRCS census, with the highest reported in the census graded MS61.  Steve’s notes 
say that he obtained this coin from JRCS President Brad Karoleff, who cherry-picked this coin 
at the 2006 FUN Show.  The flat strike on the eagle’s left wing is typical for this die marriage.  
So scarce in grades above XF, there are not too many data points indicating what a “good bid” 
might be if one hopes to take this coin home.  Suffice to say, it represents an upgrade for nearly 
ALL collectors, so plan your bid accordingly. 
 

 
1837 LM-4 Small 5C PCGS AU55 

 
LOT C-20:  1837 LM-4, R-3.  Small 5C.  PCGS AU55 (37491694).  This coin makes its 
return to Rosemont, for it was the 2011 summer ANA show in Rosemont when and where 
Steve added this coin to his collection.  He purchased the coin as NGC AU58 (the NGC insert 
is included for the new owner) and was quite pleased with the purchase.  As you can tell from 
the photo, the coin represented what Steve looked for as it had his desired grade and the 
smooth, lustrous, patinated surfaces he sought.  There are just eleven 1837 small 5C half dimes 
graded at AU55 by PCGS with 31 graded higher.  The variety finds its way into the collections 
of many type collectors, as this is the sole small 5C variety for the year.  Just four examples of 
this die marriage were reported in higher grades for the 2019 JRCS census.   


